Purpose Short-form patient-reported outcome measures are popular because they minimize patient burden. We assessed the efficiency of static short forms and computer adaptive testing (CAT) using data from the PatientReported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) project. Methods We evaluated the 28-item PROMIS depressive symptoms bank. We used post hoc simulations based on the PROMIS calibration sample to compare several shortform selection strategies and the PROMIS CAT to the total item bank score. Results Compared with full-bank scores, all short forms and CAT produced highly correlated scores, but CAT outperformed each static short form in almost all criteria. However, short-form selection strategies performed only marginally worse than CAT. The performance gap observed in static forms was reduced by using a two-stage branching test format. Conclusions Using several polytomous items in a calibrated unidimensional bank to measure depressive symptoms yielded a CAT that provided marginally superior efficiency compared to static short forms. The efficiency of a two-stage semi-adaptive testing strategy was so close to CAT that it warrants further consideration and study.
Introduction
Recent advances in item response theory (IRT) modeling and computing capabilities have led to an increased interest in item banking and associated computer adaptive testing (CAT) to measure patient-reported outcomes [1, 2] . Applications of item banking and CAT are also increasing as a result of organized efforts such as the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) project funded by National Institute of Health (NIH) Roadmap Initiative [3] . One of the objectives of the initiative is to create practical tools that are capable of producing multiple short-form measures and CAT administrations on a common measurement metric so that studies using such tools can share and accumulate findings.
It is now possible to derive IRT-calibrated item banks that include large numbers of questions that individually and collectively represent a well-defined, unidimensional measure. Individual questions from these large banks can then be extracted, using various strategies, to create unique short forms of that measure. These short forms can be static, or they can be constructed adaptively in real time based on the respondent's answers to previous questions. Because only a subset of questions from a bank is needed to precisely estimate a person's score, these short forms (static and dynamic) offer more efficient measurement than a full-length measure. Because CAT selects items that maximize information about the person's likely score, it will generally require fewer items than a static short form to attain comparable precision. However, the increase in efficiency varies across item banks, and in some cases may not be sufficient to justify the added technical requirements for CAT administration. Furthermore, with multiple response option (i.e., polytomous) items, there are ways to customize static short forms to enhance their efficiency. For example, one can employ a two-stage semi-adaptive ''branching'' strategy where a common question is asked first, followed by a different set of questions based on the response to the first question [4] . Although such a strategy could be used with dichotomously scored items, it would be more complex to implement, because several items will be needed in the first stage (to make more than a binary decision) along with scoring and applying cut scores to make decisions for the second stage. In this paper, we compare various kinds of static short forms, including branching, and compare them to CAT in terms of their efficiency in recovering the full-bank score. For illustration purposes, we used the PROMIS Wave 1 depressive symptoms bank [5] . The efficiency of CAT in relation to fulllength measures has been studied previously in the context of assessing depressive symptoms [6] [7] [8] . However, little is known to date with respect to the relative efficiency of static and dynamic short forms of comparable lengths in measuring depression.
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board from Northwestern University (STU00013246).
Methods

PROMIS depression bank
The PROMIS Wave 1 depression bank consists of 28 polytomous items with five response categories (Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Often, and Always). Larger positive scores on the scale represent higher levels of depressive symptoms. Data from a total of 14,839 examinees were used for IRT calibration using the graded response model [9] . The calibration data included a general population sample of 782 full-bank testing cases taking the entire bank and 14,057 block-administration cases (6,213 general population respondents and 7,844 clinical respondents, of which 4,133 indicated that they had been told by a doctor or a health professional that they had depression) representing 14 domains with 7 items each. Blocks were created to include 3-4 common items shared between adjacent blocks for linking purposes. We conducted concurrent calibration on the entire sparse-matrix data encompassing both the full-bank and block-administration cases using MULTILOG [10] .
The S-X 2 model fit statistics [11, 12] were examined (based on the full-bank subset only) using the IRTFIT macro program [13] . All 28 items had adequate or better model fit statistics (p [ 0.05). This preliminary scale was then re-centered (mean h = 0.0 and SD = 1.0) based on a scale setting subsample (n = 3,060) matching the marginal distributions of gender, age, race, and education in the 2000 US census [14] . The final bank item parameter estimates are presented in Appendix.
The scale represented by the 28 items was essentially unidimensional. A categorical confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted using Mplus [15] on a subset of 768 cases without missing responses. A single factor solution (based on polychoric correlations and the WLSMV estimator) produced a satisfactory model fit (CFI = 0.938, TLI = 0.995, RMSEA = 0.087, and SRMR = 0.032). The average absolute residual correlation was 0.026 (SD = 0.020). All absolute residual correlations but one (r = 0.107) were substantially below 0.10. The internal consistency reliability of the 28-item scale was .980.
The scale (bank) information function (see the outmost curve in Fig. 1 ) was shifted notably to the right (?1.5) in relation to the trait distribution (centered on 0.0). That is, there was an abundance of items covering moderate to severe levels of depression, yet very few extending to the lower (non-depressed) end of the continuum. The lowest category threshold value (i.e., the transition point from Never to Rarely and above) of the least symptomatic item in the bank (''I felt unhappy'') was approximately -0.5. This implies that the measurement precision at the healthier end of the continuum (beyond 0.5 SD ''less depressed'' than the average person in the general population) is relatively poor.
First generation PROMIS CAT engine
We used the first generation PROMIS CAT engine [16] in this study and hence describe its components in some detail below. CAT selects items typically one at a time aiming to minimize the standard error by either maximizing Fisher's information (MFI) at the current trait estimate [17, 18] or minimizing the posterior variance thereof [7] [8] [9] . Because trait estimates can be unstable at the early stages of CAT, the item selection based on interim theta estimates can be suboptimal (especially for short CATs) [19, 20] . Several researchers have proposed methods to compensate for unstable interim theta estimates and to minimize the likelihood of optimizing at wrong places on the trait continuum when selecting items [19, 21, 22] . Veerkamp and Berger [22] demonstrated that selecting items based on the information function weighted by the likelihood of trait values, known as the maximum likelihood weighted information (MLWI), is superior to the traditional MFI criterion. van der Linden and Pashley [21] also examined a similar approach, the maximum posterior weighted information (MPWI), which used the posterior distribution in lieu of the likelihood distribution. Another approach utilizes a theta estimator with minimum mean square error [23] , the expected a posteriori (EAP) estimator, instead of the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE).
Veerkamp and Berger [22] demonstrated that the MFI evaluated at the EAP estimate (instead of MLE) could realize a gain in efficiency similar to that found using MLWI. Choi and Swartz [24] demonstrated that MPWI in conjunction with EAP provides excellent measurement precision for polytomous item CAT, comparable to other computationally intensive Bayesian selection criteria. Therefore, the first generation PROMIS CAT engine employs the EAP theta estimator, the MPWI item selection criterion, and the standard deviation of the posterior distribution (PSD) as the standard error (SE) estimator.
Short-form creation strategies
Optimal assembly of tests from item banks is typically a multifaceted process (often with competing objectives) and can require advanced computational algorithms [25] . Focusing on the efficiency and comparability with the fullbank score, we employed five measurement-centered (i.e., using measurement precision as the primary objective) selection strategies to create static short forms: (1) Expected information using normal weighting (''E(Info) Normal''); (2) Expected information using logistic weighting (''E(Info) Logistic''); (3) Expected information using uniform weighting (''E(Info) Uniform''); (4) Maximum correlation with full-length measures (''Max R''); and (5) Items with lowest average rank order in CAT administration (''Min Avg CAT Rank'').
The E(Info) Normal approach chooses items that maximize the ''expected'' information over a normal distribution. The information function of each item was weighted by a normal distribution (the assumed trait distribution) and integrated over theta. This approach places heavy weighting on the center of a target distribution. The rationale for this strategy is to maximize the overall measurement precision by focusing on the region where the majority of examinees are expected to be located.
The E(Info) Logistic approach uses the same idea but with less emphasis on the middle of the target distribution. The logistic density distribution is slightly flattened compared to the normal counterpart, thus providing more weight to both ends. Taking this to the extreme, we also employed an E(Info) Uniform weighting method which allows the item bank to determine the most informative items regardless of their location. This criterion may work well when the trait distribution and the scale information function are closely aligned.
The Max R selection criterion is devised using the fullbank score as the criterion, analogous to a stepwise selection procedure in the multiple regression analysis. We selected the first item that produced a scale score distribution with the maximum correlation with the full-bank scores. The next item to be selected is the one in conjunction with the first item that produces a scale score distribution with the maximum correlation. Because correlation is scale independent, this strategy may not guarantee that the two score distributions will have comparable dispersions; therefore the short-form scores can be highly correlated with the full-bank scores and yet have a different standard deviation [26] . To account for this possibility, we examined a ''scale-dependent'' variant of Max R that minimizes the root mean squared difference (RMSD) between the full-bank and short-form scores. Selecting items for short forms can be guided by the item selection behavior of CAT [27] . This method attempts to mimic CAT by selecting the most frequently administered items (i.e., administered in early stages). This can be implemented by administering the entire item pool to a sample of simulated (or real) examinees drawn from a target population. Thus, every simulee takes the entire bank but in a potentially different order. For each item, the rank in which the item was administered is averaged over all simulees. We then select a set of items with the minimum average CAT presentation rank (Min Avg CAT Rank).
Finally, for benchmarking purposes, we also used two naive item-selection criteria as the potential lower and upper bounds, respectively: (a) a method selecting items at random, and (b) a hypothetical CAT with all items selected to maximize information at the respondent's full-bank score (''CAT-Full Theta''). The random selection method was replicated over a large number of iterations (1,000) to derive empirical distributions. The hypothetical CAT was analogous to selecting optimal items in retrospect knowing the full-bank score.
Two-stage branching
We explored a simple two-stage branching technique as another benchmark criterion. We selected the first (''locator'') item using the same procedure as the PROMIS CAT (''CAT-MPWI''), maximizing the expected information over the prior distribution. We then assessed the posterior distribution corresponding to each of the five response options on the first item. Finally, for each posterior distribution, we selected a fixed sequence of 27 items maximizing the expected information over the given posterior distribution. Functionally, this is equivalent to the CAT-MPWI procedure becoming static after the first item.
Post hoc simulations
We rank ordered the 28 items in the bank according to the six short-form creation strategies described previously: E(Info) Normal, E(Info) Logistic, E(Info) Uniform, Max R, Min RMSD, and Min Avg CAT Rank. The first three criteria require only the item parameter estimates, whereas the latter three also involve simulated (or real) item responses.
For the latter three, we drew a random sample of 10,000 simulees from the unit normal distribution and simulated item responses to all 28 items using the bank item parameters. It is worth noting that simulated responses were used for form creation, so the real data (i.e., the fullbank cases) can be used later for evaluation purposes without capitalizing on chance. For the Min Avg CAT Rank method, we adaptively administered the entire bank to the simulees using the Firestar CAT simulator [16] with the EAP theta estimator using a unit normal prior and the MPWI item selection criterion. We then computed the average CAT administration rank for each item. Based on each of the six different orderings of items, we then constructed 28 fixed-length forms consisted of i = 1, 2,…, 28 items, respectively. We examined the concordance of the rank ordering using Kendall's W coefficient [28] .
The static forms and CAT were then administered in post hoc simulations to the full-bank respondents without missing responses (n = 768). After administering each item, the interim theta and SE estimates were recorded as final estimates for the static forms and CAT with the given number of items. We examined all possible test lengths, because the purpose here was not to create specific fixed-length short forms, but to determine likely efficiencies of short forms of varying lengths, created using different methods.
Evaluation criteria
Using the full-bank score as the reference, we have chosen the following evaluation criteria: (1) the correlation and RMSD with the full-bank scores, (2) the mean PSD, (3) the extent to which the mean and SD of the full-bank scores are recovered, (4) the percentage of extreme responses (e.g., Never on all items administered), and (5) the classification consistency (at or beyond a threshold indicative of a high level of depressive symptoms). For classification consistency, we used an arbitrary threshold (cutoff) point of h = 1.0 or one standard deviation unit above the mean of the PROMIS general population sample. The classification consistency was estimated initially using Cohen's kappa [29] . As an alternative measure, we also computed Yule's coefficient of colligation, Y [30] , which is considered independent of the marginal distributions [31] . We then examined the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value [32] of the classification results.
Results
Comparison of short forms vs. CAT Table 1 lists the 28 bank items from low to high levels of depressive symptoms-from ''I felt unhappy'' to ''I felt I had no reason for living.'' The numbers under the first five columns are the orders in which items were selected by different short-form selection strategies (Kendall's W = .712). The numbers in bold indicate the top eight items. The Min RMSD criterion produced the same ordering of items as the Max R and hence was not presented. The item orders from the first three expected information criteria were similar to each other (W = .972). The Max R criterion selected items in a similar order to the Min Avg CAT Rank criterion for the first several items but deviated notably for the rest of the items (W = .773). The two criteria (that utilized simulated responses for form creation) selected most of their top items from the less depressive end of the scale conforming to the simulee distribution (cf. h = 0.0 in Fig. 1 ). All five criteria selected the same item as the first item (''I felt depressed.''), which was also the locator item selected under the two-stage branching strategy (see Table 1 for the items comprising the complementary short forms in the second stage). Figure 2 shows the correlations between scale scores from the CAT and short forms of various lengths and the full-bank score based on all 28 items. The inner rectangular box in Fig. 2 highlights the comparison for the test lengths of 4-12 items, possible minimum and maximum test lengths for CAT and short forms. The PROMIS CAT (CAT-MPWI) yielded correlations as high as the hypothetical benchmark CAT (CAT-Full Theta), indicating that the CAT-MPWI performed as well as one can expect for the given item bank and the trait distribution. The correlations with the full-bank score were slightly less than 0.96 for the two CAT procedures with only five items. The static forms by the Max R and Min Avg CAT Rank criteria performed well and would require six items to attain the same correlation. The three expected information short-form selection procedures did not perform as well as the previous four procedures and would require at least eight items to attain the same level of correlation. A similar pattern of performances emerged when the RMSD was used as a criterion measure (data not presented). Figure 3 shows the mean posterior standard deviation (PSD) for test lengths 4-12. The CAT-Full Theta and CAT-MPWI performed the best followed by the Max R and Min Avg CAT Rank criteria. With as few as five items, the CAT attained a mean PSD of a little over 0.30. The Max R and Min Avg CAT Rank criteria would require one additional item to reach the same level of mean PSD. The three expected information selection procedures would require at least eight items to attain the same level of measurement precision.
For more detailed comparisons, we focused on the test length of eight items-that is, the length of the PROMIS wave 1 depressive symptoms short form. Table 2 summarizes the comparison of various CAT and short forms of eight items. The PROMIS depressive symptoms short form happened to have the same set of eight items as the two expected information criteria (Normal and Logistic) and hence produced the same results in Table 2 . The CAT-MPWI yielded the highest correlation (.977), trailing the hypothetical benchmark CAT (CAT-Full Theta, .978) barely, followed closely by the Two-Stage (.975), Min Avg CAT Rank (.971), Max R (.967), and the three expected information criteria (ranged from .954 to .958). The rankings remained unchanged when we considered the RMSD and mean PSD-the CAT-Full Theta and CAT-MPWI ranked at the top and the three expected information criteria at the bottom.
A A close inspection of the sensitivity, specificity, positive predicted value, and negative predicted value also showed that the relatively low kappa values were mostly due to larger false-negatives. This is evident in that the differences among the methods were the most salient in the sensitivity-that is, true-positives over the sum of truepositives and false-negatives. The classification consistency results observed here are not to be generalized beyond the specific item bank and the cut score location considered. An analysis using a different cut score (0.0) revealed that the differences in kappa and Y almost vanished (j ranged from .868 to .891; Y ranged from .869 to .898), and the E(Info) Normal and E(Info) Logistic criteria were no longer the top performers.
As for the percentage of cases endorsing the lowest response category (Never) on all of the items administered, the two CAT procedures and the Max R criterion were the most effective and performed similarly in minimizing the percentage of floor responses. On the other hand, the three expected information criteria did not perform as well in this regard. With the test length of eight items, the two CAT procedures, Two-Stage, and the Max R criterion yielded about 14% floor responses, whereas the expected information procedures produced about 24%. Combining this with the results on classification consistency, it appears that the three expected information procedures are concentrating measurement on the upper region where the bank is rich in information and not providing adequate coverage at the lower end where most people are located.
With only a single round of adaptation, the two-stage branching technique came very close to the fully adaptive CAT. This procedure exhibited further improvements over the Max R and the Min Avg CAT Rank procedures in terms Note: Items are ordered by mean category threshold values (from low to high levels of depressive symptoms). Numbers in bold indicate top eight items * Indicates PROMIS short-form items. E(Info) Normal: Expected information using normal weighting, E(Info) Logistic: Expected information using logistic weighting, E(Info) Uniform: Expected information using uniform weighting, Max R: Maximum correlation with full-bank score, Min Avg CAT Rank: Minimum average CAT presentation rank. Two-Stage: A locator item (''I felt depressed.'') followed by five different branches of seven items each depending on the responses to the locator item of the correlation, RMSD, mean PSD, and percentage of floor responses. Inspecting the composition of items in the complementary short forms in the second stage, however, suggests that fewer branches might have been adequate. Although the items were selected in different orders, the seven-item complementary short forms overlapped considerably with an exception of the branch stemming from the lowest response category (Never). It appears that the performance gain for the two-stage branching strategy over other static forms has been achieved mostly through adapting for those without depressive symptoms. This also demonstrated that the locator item (''I felt depressed'') was a very efficient indicator of how examinees would respond to the entire bank. As displayed in the item response functions (Fig. 4) , this item provides good measurement for a wide range of theta values (roughly from -0.5 to 2.5), which is almost as large as the effective measurement range of the entire bank (cf. Fig. 1 ). The correlation between the locator item and the full-bank score was 0.827 (or 0.807 with the item removed from the full-bank score). About 68% (or 65% with correction for overlap) of the total variance in the full-bank scores was accounted for by the responses on the locator item. This also reveals that the PROMIS depressive symptom bank demonstrates construct homogeneity [33] . That is, the scores derived from the bank reflect variation on a single well-defined measure. To further elaborate on this point, we randomly selected a set of eight items 1,000 times from the bank and generated the evaluation criteria (see Table 2 ). Evidently, some (extreme) random tests did very well on the evaluation criteria. Over 1,000 replications, the correlations with the full-bank ranged from 0.934 to 0.972, with a median of 0.959. Although those correlations might have been somewhat spurious because they were partwhole correlations (i.e., items comprising the short forms also contributed to the full-bank score), the magnitude and range of correlations indicate that the items are essentially interchangeable. Thus, if a clinician selects questions with most relevant content to a target population without relying on statistical information, the scores from such measures are expected to be highly correlated with the full-bank score.
Discussion
Our focus in this study was on examining the efficiency of measurement-centered CAT and short-form selection strategies. However, the process of constructing short forms is more holistic and multifaceted than selecting based on measurement precision alone. Content balancing, for example, has important practical implications, especially for measures with a high degree of conceptual breadth [34] . The relative efficiency of different methods was evaluated largely based on the correlation with the full-bank score. However, correlations between scores based on subsets of items from the item bank and full-bank scores tend to be inflated, especially when the item bank is small.
Determining the optimal test length for a short form is not entirely a psychometric consideration either; however, it is greatly affected by the item bank characteristics (e.g., the scale information function). The number of items needed for a desired level of measurement precision can vary considerably at different locations on the trait Table 2 Comparison of performance-eight-item CAT and short forms (n = 768) curves stacked on top of each other under the scale information function (i.e., the outmost curve). The curve right underneath the scale information function is formed by different sets of 27 items that provide maximum information at the given trait level. Taking a more interesting example near the bottom, the curve labeled ''3'' represents the total amount of information that would result if we select the best (most informative) three items at each of the trait locations on the continuum (note the best three items will potentially differ at different trait levels). This curve shows that in theory, we could attain the standard error of 0.3 for the examinees with the true trait score between 0.0 and 2.5 with only three items (and six items for SE = 0.2).
It also shows that it will take almost the entire bank to attain the same level of measurement precision at -1.0. These curves in Fig. 1 reflect the best-case scenarios, thus in practice, more items will be needed to attain the same level of precision, because the true trait level of examinees is unknown. It may take 1-2 items under CAT to drill down to a neighborhood of the true trait level and then three additional items to attain the target standard error for most examinees in the theta region between 0.0 and 2.5. Overall, static forms will require a larger number of items because in general they attempt to optimize larger areas at once. However, the relative inefficiency of static forms can be in general largely due to poor measurement in both extremes. The eight-item PROMIS short form provided measurement precision almost as good as the CAT in the middle to upper region of the distribution. However, the CAT provided much better precision at both extremes. In post hoc simulations using real data, the full-bank score is a practical choice for benchmarking. However, it is of limited utility when it comes to examining the recovery of the known thetas or the conditional precision of measurement. Figure 5 displays the conditional precision as measured by the root mean squared error (RMSE) for the four testing strategies at selected theta locations (1,000 simulees per location). For the theta range from 0 to ?3, the four strategies provided excellent measurement precision (RMSE \ 0.3). The CAT and two-stage branching strategy yielded considerably higher precision at both extremes (-2 and ?4). However, considering the distribution of respondents, the highest impact on performance appeared to be at theta = 0.0 where the two adaptive strategies performed somewhat better than the static short form.
CAT can be an efficient way to measure if a large pool is available collectively covering a broad range of the continuum with individual items covering narrow, targeted trait levels. However, those seem to be uncommon prescriptions for item banks using polytomous items. Item pools with polytomous items tend to be small (20-30 items) [35] , and individual items cover relatively large areas compared to the effective measurement range for the entire bank [2] . For example, the first item chosen by all of the procedures (''I felt depressed'') with five response options (Never to Always) covers a wide range of the continuum, not considerably narrower than the entire measurement range of the bank (see Fig. 4 ).
We demonstrated that two-stage testing with one locator item and five branches of seven items each can come very close to CAT in terms of measurement efficiency. The correlation between the CAT-MPWI and two-stage testing was extremely high (0.992). The two-stage branching also produced the second highest correlation with the full-bank score, only outperformed by the CAT-MPWI. One of the key advantages of two-stage testing is that it can be implemented under paper-and-pencil administrations, which can provide a very practical, efficient solution when computer access is limited. Involving only two stages (and the first stage involving only a single item), the potential challenge of self routing can be minimized.
We proposed a new short-form selection criterion, the Max R. Although the psychometric properties of this method compared to other procedures are subject to further investigation in future studies, we are assured that this procedure is (by definition) very efficient in maximizing the correlation with the full-bank score (although the utility of this objective is debatable). As a matter of fact, this procedure recovered the dispersion of the full-bank score more accurately (i.e., 0.965 comparable to 0.962 for the full-bank score) than other procedures that produced slightly reduced standard deviations (see Table 2 ). Another (and perhaps more important) potential for the Max R method is that an external measure (rather than the fullbank score) can serve as the criterion for selecting shortform items-for example, an existing gold standard measure can be used to select a short form for a new measure. In this use, the issue of inflated part-whole correlations is less relevant. One of the criticisms of abbreviated forms is that they have frequently been developed without careful, thorough examination of their validity compared to their full-length form [36] . The Max R has a lot of potential in this regard, e.g., it can be used to maximize the validity coefficient of new measures against their established, external gold standard criteria. 
